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For Eyal Levinson on the Occasion of his 60th Birthday

 ״צריך להוציא שחדים בתפיסה. גם צריך לעשות שבועה שלא לנקום תפיסותו שקורין אורברי׳׳ד,
 ולמחול על תביעותיו שהיו לו על העירוני׳. הוא עדיין כמו תפוס, שאין לו רשות לתבעם כ׳׳א

לפניהם.״

He must pay bribes in prison. He also must take an oath, called Urvrid, that he 
will not avenge his imprisonment and will forfeit any legal claims he has against 
the citizens. In this way, he is still like an imprisoned man, who has no authority 
to sue them [the non-Jews].1

This quote, found in a responsum (rabbinical ruling) by Rabbi Moses ben 
Isaac ha-Levy Minz, illustrates the importance of the legal instrument called 
(Haft)Urfehde among the Jews in the Holy Roman Empire by the fifteenth 
century. Moses Minz lived and acted in Mainz, Landau, Bamberg, and Posen 
(today: Poznań). In his decision, he summarized the steps taken by an impris-
oned Jewish man who had gotten into a legal conflict with the municipality 
of an unnamed town, in order to get out of the municipal prison again. Only 
the (Haft)Urfehde would enable him to regain his legal rights and set him 
free from jail.

Various scholars have already explored the issue of Jewish captivity in the 
prisons of Christian authorities.2 The (in)famous incarceration of Rabbi Meir 

Chapter 15
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of Rothenburg by King Rudolph I from 1286 to 1293, when he died in prison, 
and his refusal to pay the (by then already raised) ransom in order not to cre-
ate a precedent for future extortions from other Jews,3 has been subjected to 
several detailed studies; and there is a good number of case studies4 dedicated 
to the imprisonment and torture of Jews falsely accused of ritual murder or 
host desecration, such as in Trent 14755 or in Regensburg 1476–1480,6 to 
name but a few. A comprehensive survey of the reasons for imprisonment, 
the living conditions of the jailed Jews, and the procedure of their release is 
however still a desideratum.

This chapter does not claim to fill that void. Rather, we aim to analyze 
in detail a specific type of source that has until now only been dealt with 
in passing in the context of Jewish imprisonment, namely the Hafturfehde. 
While this source type does provide a variety of valuable information on 
several aspects of Jewish imprisonment, it is important to stress that it has 
its limits—one of the main being the transmission of the records. Not every 
Jewish prisoner had to issue this specific document upon his or her release (or 
had the chance to issue it), and as records of the administration of rulers and 
municipalities, a great number of Hafturfehden (plural), both from Christians 
and Jews, has been lost. Therefore, to paint as comprehensive a picture as it 
is possible within the restraints of this volume, we drew on additional source 
material whenever necessary.

While in-depth analyses of Hafturfehden issued by Jewish men and 
women are scarce,7 the (Haft)Urfehde itself has come into focus of medi-
evalists and researchers of the early modern period mainly thanks to 
Andreas Blauert’s monograph,8 where he situated the Urfehde within the 
context of the emerging judicature of the late medieval and early modern 
period, by using examples from the southwestern part of the Holy Roman 
Empire. Newer studies of the Urfehde phenomenon following Blauert’s 
book have approached the topic from a variety of perspectives, but hardly 
any of them deal with Jewish Urfehden in detail, and many do not men-
tion them at all.9

In this contribution, we will give a wide-ranging, but representative sample 
of such Hafturfehden issued by Jewish residents of the Holy Roman Empire 
from the late Middle Ages to the early modern period. By drawing mainly 
(but not exclusively) on this specific type of source, we will explore the fol-
lowing questions: What were the reasons for the imprisonment of Jews? Why 
did the imprisoning authorities deem it necessary to have their Jewish pris-
oners issue these documents, and were there aspects of the Hafturfehde that 
were particular to Jewish prisoners? Which rituals and oaths accompanied 
the release of a Jewish prisoner, and what does this tell us about Christian 
knowledge and acceptance of Jewish oaths? And, of course, what did it mean 
for Jews to be imprisoned?
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOURCE: THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HAFTURFEHDE

The German word Hafturfehde is composed of two parts, Haft and Urfehde. 
While the former indicates “imprisonment,” the latter literally means “exit-
ing the feud” and designates a mutual agreement to end a feud. The Urfehde 
had its beginnings in Germanic customary law in which feuding nobles took 
an oral oath of truce/peace (Streiturfehde). After losing its importance in the 
late Middle Ages due to a decline in feuds, the emerging judicial authority of 
both the secular authorities and, particularly, the cities adapted the ritual. The 
Urfehde, which meant the orally given oath and its surrounding ceremony, 
as well as the written document issued by the oath-taker, developed into an 
instrument of authoritative measures in the fourteenth century. It turned from 
a mutual oath of truce, taken by both parties, into a one-sided oath of rec-
onciliation that had to be taken by those released from jail or from pre-trial 
custody.10 In this Hafturfehde, the prisoner acknowledged the rightfulness of 
their imprisonment, along with any already-executed punishments (including 
torture). They swore to abstain from any further criminal activities and to 
refrain from taking revenge against the other party and, more importantly, 
against the authority who had imprisoned them.

Many Hafturfehden included additional conditions, such as a preemptive 
agreement to any punishment that might still be carried out and the promise 
not to address another (higher) court on the matter. The common listing of 
advocates11 that stood surety for the prisoner’s release before the authorities 
demonstrated how the delinquent had been (re)integrated into the networks 
of the respective city or territory. Occasionally, higher-ranking advocates 
attested to the prisoner’s social and political connections. Therefore, the 
oath—particularly the publicly enacted ceremony involved in taking this 
oath—could either serve as a means of reconciliation and reintegration of the 
former prisoner back into society or impose new sanctions.12

Only on rare occasions were fines imposed upon the newly released as a 
condition of the Urfehde—Hafturfehden were not inherently connected with 
monetary penalties. Late medieval Hafturfehden mention monetary fines 
that resulted from the original offence only by subsuming them under the 
issues for which the newly released would not seek revenge; and if penalties 
were still to be paid by the prisoner or newly released, they were in addition 
to, and not part of, the Hafturfehde (apart from, perhaps, having to pay the 
scribe). More common in the context of the Hafturfehde were mentions of 
fines that would be imposed if the newly released violated the conditions of 
the Hafturfehde, that is, breach their oath. Any those violations were consid-
ered perjury; therefore, the potential punishments imposed if these promises 
were broken could include removing fingers, cutting off the right hand, or 
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blinding, or even the death penalty.13 Some cases also included a ban on the 
individual’s continued presence in the area and, as such, required the delin-
quent’s promise that they would leave the territory or city.14

In the course of the late Middle Ages and, particularly, the early modern 
era, the Hafturfehde developed from a mutual peace treaty into the standard 
procedure upon the release of any prisoner in the German-speaking area.15 
While in the early stages of the emerging monopoly of penal authority of 
state and municipalities, the Urfehde functioned as both an authoritative 
measure and a (mandatory) means of self-commitment,16 the Urfehde mainly 
from the sixteenth century onward was solely demanded and dictated by the 
imprisoning authority, who decided when and how to release its imprisoned 
subjects, thus demonstrating that political power could be exercised not only 
to imprison but also to restore someone’s freedom.

This also meant that while the older Streiturfehden were reserved only 
for the higher social echelons permitted to enter a feud (fehdefähig), the 
Hafturfehden could be issued regardless of the prisoner’s social standing 
and gender. The reason for incarceration was of secondary importance for 
the Hafturfehde, focusing solely on procuring the deliquents’ renunciation 
of revenge for their imprisonment. The Hafturfehde had become a means of 
pardon that was applied regardless of the misdemeanor itself—from petty 
offenses to crimes warranting the death penalty—and also regardless of the 
prisoner’s guilt or innocence. In the second half of the fourteenth century, 
Hafturfehden were commonly issued in the context of prison release and 
would soon become its precondition. Their formulae were extended to include 
oaths to conduct a future law-abiding life, the acceptance of additional, soon-
to-be imposed punishments, and the promise not to appeal the case to a higher 
court or authority (which, in reality, they would not be able to prevent).17 The 
latter provision posed a constitutional problem for the Holy Roman Empire, 
since this would have included—explicitly or not—the Reichskammergericht, 
which was, together with the Aulic Council, the highest judicial institution of 
the Empire from its foundation in 1495 onward. In order to remain in control 
over this highest authority, the Reichskammergericht sought to centralize and 
regulate the Urfehde procedure.18

These developments raise the question: Where did the Jews fit into the use 
of Hafturfehden? Violence against Jews could result in imprisonment and, 
subsequently, in the issuance of a Hafturfehde, as examples from all over 
the German-speaking areas prove: Lorenz Reyban from Wösendorf (Lower 
Austria), who had threatened to kill, or at least beat up, several Jews of Krems 
in 1386;19 Hans Bossart of Merishausen (Canton Schaffhausen, Switzerland), 
who had injured and robbed a Jew in 1394;20 the Nuremberg citizen Jakob 
Ortlieb who had jostled a Jew from Aschaffenburg at the Frankfurt Fair in 
1405;21 and Gobel Schalant, a (non-citizen) participant in the Cologne pogrom 
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of 1349,22 whose actions against the Jews were in breach of the municipal 
peace. With regard to the last case mentioned, this led to their imprisonment 
by the respective city authorities and subsequent release upon the advocacy of 
“honorable people.” The document named the warrantors (thus allowing the 
delinquents to escape corporal punishment), in addition to the conventional 
requisite to prohibit any revenge against the city.23

REASONS FOR JEWISH IMPRISONMENT

Everyday Reasons

The reasons for imprisonment were as varied for Christians24 as they were 
for Jews and cannot be addressed here in their entirety. In many cases, the 
reasons stated in the Hafturfehden issued by Jewish men and women (see 
figure 15.1) remain vague: for example, Gumprecht from Bingen, a Jewish 
foreigner in the city of Regensburg, was imprisoned there in the year 1420 
“von laichens und ansetzens wegen als ich kristen und juden in irer stat getan 
han” (because [he] betrayed Christians and Jews in their city).25 About twenty 

Figure 15.1 Hafturfehde of Sorel/Sarah, Daughter of Rabbi Meir Liberman, with 
Hebrew Signatures of the Rabbis Meir and Judah. Source: Charter, 1452, Regensburg/
Germany (Munich, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Reichsstadt Regensburg Urkunden, 
1452 10 26); with permission.
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years earlier, Smohel from Venice had been incarcerated for similarly unspec-
ified “solich zerwürf und unpilleich handlung” (such discord and unpleasant 
action),26 while the Jewish inhabitants of Rothenburg on the Tauber were put 
into prison because of their “groz missetat” (grave misdoing)27 in 1401. In 
1429, Solomon from Belluno swore Urfehde to the archbishop of Salzburg 
after his imprisonment because of some “merckleicher sach wegen” (distinct 
issues);28 and Sadian, with his wife Dislaba from Regensburg, attested to their 
imprisonment “von ettleicher inzikcht wegen” (because of several accusa-
tions),29 a formula used frequently in both Christian and Jewish Urfehden. 
Aside from these unspecified reasons, other records produced between the 
fourteenth and sixteenth centuries attest to a mixture of common crimes that 
Christians would also be imprisoned for.30 Theft and robbery were among the 
most common reasons for imprisonment and the subsequent Hafturfehden.31 
Moshe from Burglauer (Franconia), for example, was imprisoned because he 
allegedly stole one arras (a bolt of cloth32) from a merchant in 1544,33 while 
Isaac from Regensburg swore Urfehde due to the accusations made against 
him because of theft.34 Both cases may serve as but two “Jewish” examples 
among many Christian ones.35

Equally common were actions relating to an offense to honor, disorderly 
conduct or disturbance of peace. Insults, sharp words, or even threats that 
were directed toward the municipal council or its citizens could send both 
Christians36 and Jews alike to prison. For example, Moses from Dalmessing 
declared in his Hafturfehde for the city of Regensburg in 1449 that he had 
been imprisoned “von mercklicher drowort wegen, die ich etlich den iren 
mit worten fravenlich” (due to heavy threats that [he] spoke to many of them 
[i.e., the municipal council] with outrageous words),37 while in Frankfurt, 
an unnamed Jewish man, when accused of theft by a young (Christian) 
boy, responded in a taunting manner to the city officials and was therefore 
arrested.38 Disputes and (presumably public) discord between Jews could also 
result in their incarceration. In 1398, the families of Smoel of Venice, called 
“hochmaister” (High Master), and Pendit of Überlingen had been imprisoned 
in the municipal prison of Regensburg due to their “zerwürf und unpilleich 
handlung” (quarrel and wrongful actions) toward Chalman of Landshut and 
his wife, where they awaited the punishment of the city council. They were 
only set free by the advocacy of the Regensburg Jewish community.39

In the case of a Jewish man from Frankfurt, the reason could not have been 
more common: in 1452, he was imprisoned for public intoxication.40 Alcohol 
abuse was considered disgraceful, particularly if it was on public display 
and combined with brawling and swearing. This is amply evidenced in the 
Basel records where Christian culprits are variously described as having “sich 
füllen lossen, das er wie ein onvernünfftig thier do glegen” (gotten himself 
filled that he lay [there] like an unreasonable animal), “am kornmerkt wie ein 
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ploch nider gfallen” (fallen down in the corn-market like a log), “mit züchten 
zehören denselben [wyn] wider von im geben” (gotten that overburdened 
with wine that [they] quite audibly threw up).41 These and other, more vivid, 
images fill the Urfehden of the city, where public intoxication ranks second 
to theft as a reason for imprisonment.42 Many such Christian examples from 
both urban and rural surroundings43 make the offense of the Frankfurt Jew 
a typical one. Therefore, when certain Jewish residents of Frankfurt, Isaac 
from Gingen and Gumpel, were imprisoned for gambling in 1477,44 they 
found themselves in good company. Gambling, particularly with dice, was 
frequently frowned upon—already the Middle High German poet Reinmar 
von Zweter had declared that it had been invented by the devil45—and was 
frequently used as grounds for imprisonment.46

Acts of violence, be it brawling,47 violence against spouses,48 and, as shown 
earlier, assaulting Jewish inhabitants, often resulted in incarceration in the 
municipal prison. Violence enacted by Jews was treated no differently.49 
When the Regensburg Jew David, son of Gensel, had “in der judengassen 
alhie understanden Elhen jůden von Prag von wegen ettlicher brifs zuslahen 
vnd zestossen” (dared to punch and jab Elhan, a Jew from Prague, here in 
the Jewish quarter because of some records),50 he was imprisoned, awaiting 
the death penalty. As stated in his Hafturfehde, he was released only in 1510 
thanks to the advocacy of the wife of the city’s captain and the local Jewish 
community, and also because of his youth. The offending incident, however, 
had taken place several years ago: Elhan had issued his Hafturfehde already 
in 1506, in which he had admitted to brawling with David when he had tried 
to take several letters from David “mit gewallt vnd vber sein willen” (by 
force and against his will). Interestingly, the same advocates—the captain’s 
wife and the Jewish community—had interceded also on Elhan’s behalf.51 It 
is unclear whether David had been imprisoned during the interceding years, 
perhaps he only came of age in 1510 and therefore issued the Hafturfehde at 
this later time.

Misdeeds—presumed or real—in connection with (monetary) business 
could also result in incarceration. The offenses included dishonest pawn-
broking, such as a certain Jewish man from Regensburg who, in 1428, admit-
ted to having sold or repawned the pledges at a higher price,52 and fencing 
goods (again, Regensburg).53 Both were precarious subjects in the context 
of the anti-Jewish sentiments embodied in the Statute of the Market,54 but in 
individual cases could constitute a real offense. Quite surprising is the (rela-
tive) leniency shown to the Frankfurt inhabitant Isaac of Eltville, who had 
taken a citizen of Cologne to court over an outstanding debt. However, the 
main transgression was perjury: the favorable verdict obtained by Isaac had 
only been achieved because he had sworn to an amount of debt that had later 
been proven incorrectly high by witnesses and written testimony. Despite the 
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usually severe punishment on perjury, Isaac and his wife were released upon 
the issuance of a Hafturfehde, although he was fined the quite considerable 
amount of 450 Gulden.55

Similarly, sexual contact between Jews and Christians, mainly male Jews 
and Christian women, was a punishable offense.56 These show up in the 
Hafturfehden as well. The accusation of unchastity could cover all kinds of 
sexual contacts that were considered illegal. The punishable offenses ranged 
from “laying with her/him,” “he was/they were unchaste” and, of course, 
the frequently cited child born out of wedlock, to adultery; it could even 
include rape and solicitation of prostitution,57 and might even be considered 
blasphemy for reviling the sacrament of matrimony: “Von wolverschul-
ter inzicht und sach wegen, als wir unser baider eliche wyb mittainander 
verwechselt und getuschett haben” (because of self-inflicted accusations 
and issues, as we exchanged and swapped our two wedded wives), two 
Christian men were incarcerated in Vorarlberg in 1494, and only escaped 
severe punishment thanks to the intervention of the local priests.58 Sexual 
relationships with Jews were generally considered illegal; both the preven-
tion of those relationships and their often drastic punishment is broadly 
discussed in canon and secular legislation, and was also frowned upon by 
rabbinical authorities.59 However, while cases of sexual relations between 
Jews and Christians, from occasional liaisons to long-lasting relationships, 
went to trial before many municipal courts—“surprisingly frequently,” as 
has been stated for Zürich60—the level of punishment varied greatly, from 
monetary penalties61 to corporal punishment and expulsion,62 while incar-
ceration was not necessarily part of the standard procedure.63 Therefore, 
sexual relationships appear only infrequently among Jewish Hafturfehden. 
Samuel from Ehring awaited the death penalty by burning at the stake in 
the Regensburg prison “von bubischer unendlicher weise wegen, die ich in 
irer stat mit cristen frawen mich zů in zuuermischen mengermal begangen” 
(due to [his] insolent ways, that [he], in their city, had commingled multiple 
times with Christian women). He escaped his fate only by advocacy of the 
highest order, when Henry XVI, Count Palatine of the Rhine and Duke of 
Lower and Upper Bavaria, intervened on his behalf. In his Hafturfehde from 
1448, Samuel declared the rightfulness of his incarceration and stressed 
that his actions not only contravened (local) law but also were against the 
Jewish belief.64 While Samuel was exiled from the city, the Schalantjude 
(i.e., a Jewish man of foreign origin and low income)65 Jäckli was not only 
banned from Augsburg in 1359, where he had engaged in sexual encounters 
with a Christian woman, but was additionally branded on his cheeks. As 
a foreigner and in all likelihood as an individual of a low socioeconomic 
standing, he lacked both the support of the Jewish community and of any 
Christian advocates.66
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Political, Financial, and Anti-Jewish 
Reasons for Imprisonment

Already in its earlier form as Streiturfehde, the oath of truce, the Urfehde 
could be deployed as an instrument of political agendas, when the emperor 
or territorial rulers coerced feuding parties to concede to the truce. By repur-
posing the Urfehde as an authoritative tool (what Andreas Blauert called the 
“process of usurpation of the Urfehde by the authorities”67), both territorial 
and municipal authorities began to utilize it as a means of control over their 
subjects (Christians and Jews), who in their oaths had not only to forswear 
any revenge or recompense toward the imprisoning authority but had to make 
promises regarding their future behavior. Jews who had “fled the territory” 
(i.e., left without seeking permission of their lord)68 were, when reentering, 
often imprisoned for that offense. Then, upon release they were subjected to 
the issue of a Hafturfehde.

In 1370, when a certain Jew Merchel returned to the archbishopric of 
Salzburg, he was incarcerated, and upon his release not only forswore any 
claims, but had to accept a list of promises that covered both political and 
financial interests of the archbishop. He was not to leave the territory without 
explicit episcopal approval; if he did leave the territory (legally), he still had 
to hand over all of the archbishop’s debenture bonds; and in case of breach, 
all of Merchel’s belongings would be confiscated and a fine of 1,000 pounds 
would be enforced with the aid of whoever were to become Merchel’s new 
lord.69 The latter point is particularly interesting: If Merchel left without the 
archbishop’s consent, his future sovereign was to assist the archbishop in 
collecting the penalty. This was an attempt by the archbishop to extend his 
control over his Jewish subjects beyond his sphere of power that ran against 
the common practice of new sovereigns raising claims of recompense in the 
name of their new Jewish subjects.70

From the mid fourteenth-century onward, the financial exploitation of Jews 
increased steadily, and both territorial lords and the emperor used imprison-
ment as a means of extortion. Individual Jews, as well as entire communities, 
were incarcerated and held captive until they had paid what was demanded 
from them. This was sometimes labeled as additional taxes or declared bla-
tant ransom money. Around 1385, and again in 1390, this policy peaked in 
the context of what is referred to as Judenschuldentilgungen, the royal can-
cellation of Jewish debt demands.71 While some rulers were demanding mon-
etary payments for the Jews,72 others, as well as members of the nobility and 
municipalities, in collaboration with King Wenceslaus, imprisoned the Jewish 
economic elite to force them to hand over their debenture bonds, which were 
then declared null and void.73 While paying the ransom or handing over their 
debenture bonds was the precondition for their release, many Jews who had 
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been incarcerated for these reasons of extortion were additionally forced to 
issue a Hafturfehde, just as Jewish men and women had to do who had been 
imprisoned for reasons that did not entail a monetary fine or payment. These 
Hafturfehden issued by Jewish prisoners after their release (and the preceding 
ransom payments to the relevant authority) became an important tool since 
they served as an additional insurance for the authorities to legitimize the 
incarceration and the ransom demands or confiscation of debenture bonds. 
This is confirmed by a series of Hafturfehden of Regensburg Jews from 1391 
who had been imprisoned “von der pfant und brive wegen, di wir haben müs-
sen wider geben und auch von ettlich anderer hanndlung wegen” (because of 
the pawns and debenture bonds, which [they] had to return, and several other 
issues).74 While municipalities perhaps needed to justify their actions to the 
emperor or territorial lord, even Jewish prisoners such as Vifeli from Lower 
Basel or Tröstel from Villach, who had been imprisoned and “evaluated”—
that is, forced to pay ransom according to their estimated wealth—by their 
lords (the Duke of Outer Austria and the Bishop of Bamberg respectively), 
had to issue a Hafturfehde upon their release in which they swore to the legiti-
macy of their captor’s actions.75

In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the time of the great 
expulsions of Jews from all over the Holy Roman Empire, it became a 
standard procedure in many cities and territories to imprison first the soon-
to-be expelled Jews, forcing them, often under torture, to confess to what 
had become a catalogue of anti-Jewish stereotypes, and at the same time 
making them hand over their money, debenture bond, and “hidden treasures.” 
While many of these accusations, of well-poisoning,76 ritual murder, or host 
desecration, of conspiracy and usury, and generally a combination of several, 
or all of these, ended in mass violence and execution of Jewish men and 
women, not all of them did. By employing a series of strategies that included 
legal representation, recourse to higher courts and (judicial) invocation 
of supreme authorities, and even forensic expertise,77 Jews in the Holy 
Roman Empire and all over Europe managed to escape from what seemed 
to be certain death: in several Aragonese towns in the second half of the 
fourteenth century,78 in Venetian Crete in 1451–1452,79 and in Regensburg in 
1476–1480,80 to give but a few examples.81 These strategies were as much a 
testament to Jewish initiatives and active pursuit of defense (and the Jewish 
inhabitants of the German-speaking area could employ the Hafturfehde as 
such, see further), as they were to existing doubts among Christians about the 
anti-Jewish narratives. When the Passau persecutions of 1478 threatened to 
spill over into the archbishopric of Salzburg, Emperor Frederick III warned 
Archbishop Bernhard about the false testimonies Jews would give under 
torture: “dadurch sy in vennkhnuss pracht und so swerlich gemartert werden, 
daz sy solhs von marter wegen bekennen muessen, und wiewol sy des 
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unschuldig sein dardurch vom leben zum tod pracht” (they were imprisoned 
and so severely tortured that they had to confess to these [host desecrations 
and ritual murders] because of their torture, and, although they were innocent 
of it, they were brought from life to death).82 Both secular and ecclesiastical 
authorities intervened frequently (though not necessarily successfully) on 
behalf of imprisoned and accused Jews; regardless of possible doubts about 
the Jews’ guilt, these interventions were mostly a testimony of political, legal, 
and economic considerations.83

The Hafturfehden that have been preserved might play a rather minor 
role in the wide range of source materials on anti-Jewish accusations and 
persecutions. However, the importance that was attached to them at the 
time—that even in the context of acts of force and violence by the authori-
ties, those same authorities insisted on their issuance by the victims—merits 
a closer look, as does their usage as a negotiation tool by those Jewish men 
and women affected by it. In 1469, David, Samuel, and Abraham, Jewish 
inhabitants in Neustadt (in Odenwald, Hesse), were imprisoned by their lord, 
Count William of Wertheim, because they had allegedly been offered host 
wafers by a Christian woman but seem to have escaped unscathed. In their 
charter, which they issued in a German version written in Latin letters as well 
as one in German with Hebrew letters, the latter written by David himself, 
they swore that they bore no ill will toward their lord but did not mention the 
accusation.84 Generally, at the time of release from imprisonment and when 
issuing a Hafturfehde, the guilt—alleged or true—was paid off, sometimes 
literally. Technically, there was no need to state the reason of imprisonment 
since the issuing of a Hafturfehde testified to the former guilt and rightful 
imprisonment.

Similar to the Jewish inhabitants of Neustadt, the Jewish community of 
Ptuj (Slovenia, then Lower Styria) only addressed the fact of their incarcera-
tion in the prison of Ptuj in 1404, when, upon their release, they issued the 
Hafturfehde to their lord, Archbishop Eberhard III of Salzburg. The reason 
for their imprisonment is evident in the context of events: A few months ear-
lier, the Jewish inhabitants of the two other major towns in the archbishopric, 
Salzburg and Hallein, had been incarcerated due to an accusation of host 
desecration and ritual murder for which they were burned at the stake.85 With 
these events, and probably their own pending death threat in mind, the Ptuj 
Jews chose expulsion as the lesser evil. With the help of their Hafturfehde, 
Archbishop Eberhard (whose role in the persecution itself is still unclear) 
legitimized the Jews’ incarceration. Furthermore, he safeguarded himself 
against potential claims of the Jews’ future lords: Not only had they, as 
they stated twice in the text, given him their houses willingly86 and waived 
any claims to their property and possessions within the archbishopric but 
also promised that both their families and helpers (which is typical for any 
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Hafturfehde) and “the authorities under which [they] will live in the future” 
would, too, renounce any future claims. The future lords were even to punish 
the Jews should they prove disobedient and break their promises.

Although expressed in standard Hafturfehde formulae, these were no 
idle concerns: several of the Ptuj Jews had already become members of 
Jewish communities of other towns, particularly of Lower Styrian Maribor, 
and therefore were also subjects of the Styrian Duke William, as was Itzel, 
explicitly called “the duke’s Jew,” from Slovenska Bistrica.87 William was, 
at that time, in strong political opposition against Eberhard,88 and might have 
utilized an intervention on behalf of his Jewish residents to weaken further 
the already precarious financial position of the archbishopric. In this context, 
the Jews’ repeated assurance of claim renunciation and surrender served as 
an additional insurance for the archbishop.

While the “crimes” of the Neustadt and Ptuj Jews were only implied in the 
documents, others had to attest openly to the anti-Jewish fantasies of their 
imprisoners in their Hafturfehden. “[V]on der ubeltat und handlung wegen an 
eym crucifix” (because of misdeed and action on a crucifix),89 Lebe and his 
son Joseph were imprisoned in Eger in 1485, and in 1510, a group of fifteen 
Jewish men in Braunschweig confessed to “van eynem cristen manne dat hill-
ige sacramente in ore hende gekregen, dat swarliken gepricket, so dat daruth 
bloth gekomen sy” (having gotten hold of the holy sacrament [i.e., a host 
wafer] from a Christian, which they pierced so violently that blood seeped out 
of it).90 The Regensburg Rabbi Israel ben Hayyim Bruna had been accused of 
ritual murder by a convert (who later recanted). Having been released through 
the intervention of Emperor Frederick III and the Bohemian King Vladislav 
II, the rabbi retold the details in his Hafturfehde, albeit in a subjunctive form: 
He was said to have bought a seven-year-old boy from the convert, and was 
said to have brought the boy from life to death.91

A few years later, in the context of the Regensburg persecutions of 
1476/80, the Jewish man Gütel and the Jewish woman Pelein (on her see 
also further) confessed in their Hafturfehden that they had been imprisoned 
“von des hochwurdigen Sacraments wegen” (because of the holy sacrament 
[i.e., the host wafer]) which they had mistreated by buying and selling it, and 
for which they had “das leben verworckt vnd den tod verschuld” (forfeited 
[their] life and caused [their] death). They thanked Emperor Frederick III for 
his intervention but also acknowledged the rightfulness of the death penalty 
and the “mercy” of the municipality.92

A few decades earlier, in 1429/30, an accusation of ritual murder brought 
about the end of the Jewish community of Ravensburg and led to persecu-
tions in several cities of the Lake Constance area. Like in Regensburg, the 
Hafturfehden issued by the imprisoned Jewish men and women offer only a 
section of the complex and tumultuous events that involved a lost, and found, 
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pupil: a Christian carter and his vehicle leaving the Judengasse; a discussion 
between physicians whether missing genitalia had been forcibly removed 
(i.e., by the now incarcerated Jews), eaten away by animals, or simply 
decayed; obligatory wonders and a bishop’s misgivings; a bereaved mother 
who employed servants to collect the pilgrims’ donations and had the main 
witness abducted; episcopal, ducal, and imperial intervention; and several 
made, withdrawn, and remade confessions.93 On June 24, 1429, the Jews of 
Ravensburg were released after about two months in prison,94 and recounted 
in their Hafturfehde the course of events, neither denying nor acknowledging 
their responsibility: “Von des knaben wegen der ettwielang zit verloren gew-
esen und laider an ainem baum naechst bi Ravenspurg in ainem holtz hangent 
funden worden ist” (because of the boy, who had been lost for a long time and 
unfortunately was found hanging on a tree close to Ravensburg in a copse), 
the mayor and city council of Ravensburg had subsequently imprisoned the 
Jews, and if (as they stressed) they had been found guilty of the boy’s death, 
they would have paid for this crime with their lives. However, they went 
on in their Hafturfehde, to state that the municipal authorities had decided 
to set them free, for which they expressed their gratitude—one of the many 
examples that clearly illustrates that not only imprisonment itself but also the 
release from it was considered a demonstration of power.

The remainder of the lengthy record follows typical Hafturfehde formulae 
only in parts: while the oath on abdication of revenge for the imprisonment 
is fairly standardized; the issuers added a list of Jewish warrantors from 
Ravensburg (which suggests that not all of them had been imprisoned) and 
from the surrounding cities who had to stand as surety with their properties 
should any further damage occur—a clause more common with business 
transactions. The promise not to reach out to “papal, imperial, royal, ducal 
or other potentates” or other courts asserted the municipal authority and their 
(future) verdicts, which included the possibility that the Jewish prisoners 
would, after all, be found guilty eventually: if that were the case, they were 
to be considered perjurious and outlawed with immediate effect.95

About a year later, these threats turned out to be the least of the Jewish pris-
oners’ worries. After another, lengthy, imprisonment during which the city 
council of Ravensburg further investigated the case, the Jewish inhabitants of 
Ravensburg as well as those of nearby Lindau were burnt at the stake in July 
1430. The Jewish communities of Überlingen and other, smaller, cities still 
awaited their fate in prison, while the Jewish inhabitants of Constance had 
been freed following the intervention of Emperor Sigismund, who claimed 
jurisdiction (and taxation) over them.96

Hafturfehden of Jewish men and women share many similarities with those 
issued by Christians who had been accused of aberrant religious beliefs, from 
heretics to those accused of witchcraft and sorcery.97 Generally, accusations 
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against Jews share many features with both heresy and magic/witchcraft, 
regarding both the procedural aspect as well as the accusations themselves.98 
In our context, the predominance of Hafturfehde examples stemming from 
witchcraft trials is mainly a question of source material: Given the chrono-
logical development of the Urfehde, more Hafturfehden were issued in the 
course of witch trials than in trials of heresy. It is tantamount to a com-
monplace that these accusations, grounded in actual “aberrant” beliefs or in 
mere fantasy (or political agenda) of the accuser, meant an immediate life-
threatening situation.99

Christians whose beliefs and behavior were interpreted as divergent from 
what was, at that particular time, seen as the rightful Christian faith, were sub-
jected to a plethora of punishments. Imprisonment was but one remedy, or, 
rather, the precursor to trial and execution. Religious issues therefore appear 
in various accusations among Urfehden, from smaller misdeeds such as the 
theft of church objects or the uttering of blasphemous words,100 to more seri-
ous, life-threatening (and soul-threatening) “offenses” that showed a more in-
depth engagement of the delinquent with religious matters and thought. Hans 
Ryzner, for example, was incarcerated in the Bregenzerwald (Vorarlberg) 
prison for accusing the local priests of performing baptism ceremonies inac-
curately;101 Laurenz Pürgel and his wife Margret were imprisoned in Vienna 
in 1421 for promoting Hussite and Wycliffian ideas, and were set free on 
behalf of Duke Albrecht V102—the same duke who had the Viennese Jews 
incarcerated for the entire duration of his campaign against the Bohemian 
Hussites (with whom he suspected the Austrian Jews of conspiring) and who 
had exiled (the poor) or burned at the stake (the wealthy) only eleven days 
after releasing Pürgel and his wife.103

Our examples share the perhaps most striking similarities with Hafturfehden 
issued by survivors of witchcraft trials.104 Like the Jews, those accused of 
witchcraft, both female and male, developed survival strategies, among 
which the refusal to confess (if possible under torture) was the main tool.105 
Even when tortured several times and confronted with the confession of 
a co-accused during her interrogation in 1597, Anna Tschuggmellin from 
Bludenz (Vorarlberg, Austria) “objected and did not confess at all,” as she 
stated twice in her Hafturfehde; as did Anna Sandrellin, who emphasized that 
she had been slandered, and had been set free after having spent thirty days 
“in iron bands.”106 The former Landammann (the elected judge and leader 
of the community) Caspar Erhart confessed to transgressing religious rules 
(e.g., working and misleading others to work on Sundays), bad-mouthing his 
fellow countrymen, violating the rules of oath-taking as a sworn judge, and 
profiting off his wife’s and daughter’s witchcraft (for which they had already 
been executed), but he refused to admit to having participated in their rituals. 
Thus, after several days in prison, he was set free; like in the women’s cases, 
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local noblemen had intervened on his behalf.107 As in trials against Jews, 
denunciation of others was one of the main goals of the interrogation.

The Jewish men of Regensburg, for example, were incarcerated after a 
convert in the Trent trial had confessed additional, earlier ritual murders, 
including one in Regensburg,108 and in many host desecration trials, Jews 
were forced to name the Jewish communities of other cities to which they 
had sent the stolen hosts.109 Likewise, many witch trials gained (often unpre-
dictable) momentum once the interrogations had started: “So wirdt die ganze 
Burgerschafft verbrenndt” (thus, the entire citizenry will be burnt), the former 
Bamberg mayor Johannes Junius, who had been named by six people under 
torture, he wrote in his farewell-letter to his daughter.110

In the context of persecution, the Hafturfehde, however much imposed 
upon Jewish men and women, could also become a means of negotiation 
and rescue. In April 1478, Zacharias of Salzburg issued a Hafturfehde for 
Bishop Ulrich of Passau in which he swore to abstain from any claims con-
cerning the incarceration—not of himself however,111 but of his son Jacob, 
who had, “along with other Jews” been imprisoned by the episcopal mar-
shall.112 Although the text of the Hafturfehde itself does not give the reason 
for Jacob’s imprisonment, it is evident that he was one of the victims of the 
Passau persecutions that had been triggered by a host desecration accusation 
a few months earlier, and had already claimed the lives of several Jews of the 
city. While the wording of the charter suggests that Jacob was still alive—and 
thus had survived the first wave of executions a few months earlier—he was 
presumably also still incarcerated, and with the oath to the bishop, his father 
tried to negotiate his son’s release. A few months later, the surviving Jews 
of Passau were released from prison and expelled, but it is unclear whether 
Jacob was among them.113

Even after surviving a persecution, (former) Jewish inhabitants could be 
incarcerated on religious grounds, of both being former Jews and former 
inhabitants. Jewish men and women who had opted for baptism to save 
their lives would face imprisonment and death upon their wish to return to 
their faith (see below). Expelled Jews were not allowed to return to their 
former residence; if they did so, they faced incarceration and—in the best 
of cases—were expelled again. In 1520, the year following the expulsion of 
the Jews from Regensburg, the Jewish man Michel Boberlitz was imprisoned 
there, confessing in his Hafturfehde that he had “vergangner tagen ver-
deckter argkweniger weise mit unwarem angeben, ich sey ain criste, in die 
stat Regenspůrg gesleicht” (weaseled [his] way into the city of Regensburg 
in the last few days in a hidden and distrustful manner telling the lie that 
[he] was a Christian).114 For the remaining Jewish communities of the Holy 
Roman Empire, the early modern era would become a time of ghettoization. 
Derogatory markers, particularly the yellow badge, were more and more 
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introduced and made mandatory,115 and refusal or neglect to adhere to these 
regulations were punished, although the repeated issuance of the instructions 
suggest a potentially only limited compliance. In Frankfurt, the city council 
ordered in 1541 that any Jewish man or woman, local or foreign, was to wear 
the yellow badge outside the Jewish quarter, since many of them wore it 
covered or not at all. Nine years later, Moshe Cohen of Pfungstadt was fined 
for covering the yellow badge on his garment, and when he refused to pay 
the fine, he was sent to prison from which he was released upon the issuance 
of a Hafturfehde.116

BEFORE THE RELEASE: ASPECTS 
OF JEWISH LIFE IN PRISON

When the Jews of Ptuj signed their Hafturfehde with their Hebrew signature, they 
did so under the impression of the fate of their coreligionists in the archbishop’s 
residential city. A few months earlier, before June 1404, the Jewish inhabitants 
of the city of Salzburg had been thrown into prison on the grounds of host des-
ecration and ritual murder, the deadliest accusations Jews could face in the late 
Middle Ages. While in prison, the two “leaders” committed suicide, quite pos-
sibly under the threat of torture: The one who had bought the host wafers “snaid 
im selber in der vanchnusse die chel ab mit einem glas” (cut his throat in prison 
with a glass), and the other one, responsible for buying and killing the child, 
“hieng sich selber an sein gurtl” (hanged himself with his belt). The Captain of 
Salzburg, the episcopal council, and the cities of the archbishopric, who wrote to 
other German cities to warn them of the Jews’ manifold crimes, state these two 
suicides rather matter-of-factly in their letter, yet, despite the briefness of the text, 
still manage to mention these details.117

Being imprisoned, both incarcerated in jail and detained at home, not only 
limited the individual range of movement and personal freedom but always 
constituted a life-endangering situation the prisoner was only barely in con-
trol of. The wish to get out of prison—by issuing a Hafturfehde as one of 
the methods employed—naturally resulted from these less than desirable cir-
cumstances. However, Hafturfehden usually concern themselves more with 
the release from and the time after prison and therefore only rarely allow for 
glimpses into prison life, in instances such as when they mention torture or 
harsh conditions. Therefore, to be able to give a more comprehensive account 
of Jewish imprisonment, and also in accordance with the general topic of this 
volume, we decided to go further beyond the limitations of our main focus 
(and source material) for this particular chapter.

Like the Jewish Hafturfehden, Jewish prison life has only been explored 
in a few, mostly localized, studies, an academic void we, again, do not claim 
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to fill. Instead, we intended to explore a few aspects of Jewish life in prison 
by drawing on additional source material and illustrate the hardship Jewish 
prisoners had to endure, which made them willing to acquiesce to any condi-
tions demanded of them in the Hafturfehden. Additionally, we want to show 
what challenges Jewish men and women faced once imprisoned, how they 
coped with the situation, and if they found ways to alleviate the effects of 
imprisonment.118

Many prisoners did not manage to do that. The combination of torture, the 
fear of being forced to betray others, hopelessness, and solitude often proved 
unbearable, for both Christian and Jewish prisoners, and it is therefore no sur-
prise that suicide,119 however much frowned upon, was, and still is, an escape 
strategy for prisoners throughout time.120 Jews were no exception to this: the 
Rabbi of Wrocław, imprisoned and tortured together with his community on 
grounds of an alleged host desecration in 1453,121 not only hanged himself in 
prison on the eve of the execution but also encouraged his fellow sufferers 
to follow suit.122

Prisoners could face a long stay in jail. Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, 
for example, was incarcerated from 1286 to 1293, the Jewish men from 
Regensburg were stuck in prison from 1476 to 1480, and several other Jews 
from Regensburg stated that they came “in irer stat vankchnüss [. . .], darinne 
wir lange zeit gewesen und gelegen sein” (into their city’s prison [. . .], in 
which [they] had been for a long time).123 Such a prolonged stay, torture, 
and impending execution drove some Jewish prisoners to suicide, even if the 
“crime” they committed was not as grave as the blood libel and host desecra-
tion accusations. Seventeen-year-old Joseph, who had been incarcerated in 
Colmar in 1546 on grounds of stealing silver chalices and a horse, as well as 
assuming several false identities, attempted suicide after prolonged torture, 
under which he had proceeded to confess other misdeeds.124 Particularly in 
ritual murder and host desecration trials, Jews were—just as witches—not 
only urged to confess during their interrogations, but also forcibly encour-
aged to denunciate others who had partaken in their crimes, adding shame 
and guilt to fear and pain. In Schlettstadt in 1349, with the persecutions on 
grounds of alleged well-poisoning only just abating, an unnamed (and perhaps 
already baptized) Jewish man, who had under torture confessed that the Jews 
in general had sought to poison the Christians, hanged himself in his prison 
cell.125 However, a prisoner’s suicide did not necessarily stop, or even change, 
the procedural process: corpses of convicted felons could be subjected to the 
same trial and punishment as their living counterparts,126 and, again, Jewish 
men and women were no exception. In Nuremberg in 1484, a certain Jew, 
who had been incarcerated, interrogated, and tortured on grounds of stealing 
(mainly books), committed suicide in prison. His corpse was burned at the 
stake, just as it would have been the case had he still been alive;127 and the 
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eighty-year-old Moses, who had been found dead in prison either as a direct 
result of the extended torture or (less likely) from suicide, was “executed” a 
day later as one of the victims of the Trent persecution of 1475.128 The high 
number of sources mentioning Jews committing suicide in prison raise the 
question if, at least in some of these cases, Jews were impacted by the pow-
erful and well-known narratives about the Jewish martyrs from the period 
of the crusades.129 If so, they would have understood committing suicide in 
such desperate situations and under immense pressure as an act of “kiddush 
ha-shem” (Sanctifying the Name of God).130

Just as those incarcerated for aberrant religious beliefs could recant, 
baptism was another escape route for Jewish prisoners, albeit at enormous 
costs. Under canon law, any baptism accepted under force was considered 
invalid, and, as the papal protection bull Sicut Iudeis stated, forcibly baptized 
Jewish men and women should be allowed to return to their Jewish faith.131 
However, these theoretical provisions did not necessarily work out in every-
day reality—in 1421, only a few months after the Viennese Gezera, Jacob 
of Krems, “etwann genant Ytsekl Jud” (formerly called Isaac the Jew), was 
incarcerated “von abtretung kristenleichs gelaubens wegen wider zu treten in 
judischen und chetzerleichen gelawben” because [he] had intended to leave 
the Christian faith and return to the Jewish and heretic faith).132 He man-
aged to escape with the issuance of his Hafturfehde in which he promised to 
remain Christian together with his family; according to a monastic chronicle, 
numerous other Austrian (former) Jewish men and women were burned at the 
stake for their wish to return to their faith.133

Therefore, Jewish prisoners who freed themselves from prison by accepting 
the Christian faith were aware of the fact that they mostly had to abandon their 
Jewish life forever134 and thus lose their social and familial net. Despite these 
risks, Jews seized the opportunity, such as the unnamed Frankfurt prisoner who, 
with the issuance of a Hafturfehde, was set free after his conversion.135 They 
could even save themselves from life-threatening situations: two women and a 
wealthy and/or distinguished (magnus) Jewish man converted in Salzburg in 
1404, which not only helped them out of prison but also allowed them to sur-
vive the pogrom.136 Still, baptism did not necessarily mean survival: while the 
scribe and book-illustrator Israel managed to escape incarceration, torture, and 
execution in the Trent persecution of 1475 when he asked for baptism early in 
the case, two of his coreligionists only opted for conversion in the later stages 
of the trial and were still executed. As an acknowledgment of their newfound 
Christian faith, they were beheaded137—the “grace” of the quicker, less painful, 
and more “noble” death of decapitation instead of being burned at the stake or 
hanged,138 which was also the case with repentant witches.139

Even if not every accusation that resulted in imprisonment was life-threat-
ening, any stay in prison was a dangerous situation—economically, socially, 
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and for the prisoner’s health. However, prisoners could negotiate for more 
“comfortable” conditions, particularly, but not exclusively, during long-time 
imprisonment, and were allowed to receive visitors, family members, and 
friends as well as legal representatives.140 Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, during 
his long imprisonment from 1286 to 1293, was not only able to receive visits 
from his students,141 but they also could, when visiting him in the prison-
tower of Wasserburg (Bavaria) “on the eve of the Shabbat light a fire to warm 
[themselves].”142

During long-term detention, relatives and friends of imprisoned Jews were 
allowed to provide them with items of daily needs, which, at the same time, 
also limited the costs for the imprisoning city.143 A “bed, blanket, and one pil-
low” was brought to the Regensburg prison for Simon of Worms, presumably 
by his wife, in 1476; despite the emperor’s intervention on his behalf, Simon 
would stay in prison for another four years.144

The observance of religious rituals during prison time was a particular con-
cern. Access to kosher food and beverages145 and partaking in religious rituals 
was essential to a Jewish lifestyle, and had, as Sophia Schmitt has pointed 
out for Regensburg, to some extent been rendered possible for the imprisoned 
Jews there with at least partial knowledge of the city council: Mazzot could be 
provided for Pessach and the sukkah constructed in prison for the eponymous 
holiday.146 Also from a rabbinical perspective, leniency toward religious rules 
was advocated for the benefit of prisoners: Israel ben Petachja Isserlein, one 
of the most respected rabbis of the mid-fifteenth-century, testifies to a larger 
discussion of the question of whether Jews were allowed to ask a non-Jew to 
bring (heated) food to the prisoners on the Shabbat, since the Jews themselves 
were prohibited to do so due to the limitations of movement (eruv147) during 
the Shabbat.148

Regardless of these concessions however, the control over the Jewish 
prisoners remained important to the Christian prison staff. Jewish as well 
as Christian prisoners had to pay bribes if they wanted to ease their time in 
prison—this is what Rabbi Moses Minz meant in our quote in the very begin-
ning of this chapter. The city council of Frankfurt dictated in 1474 that Jewish 
visitors who brought food and beverages to the Jewish prisoners should con-
sult with the gate keeper on how to behave;149 and in 1502, they ordered that 
whenever the wife of Joseph of Zynonge visited her husband in prison, they 
were to speak German so that the prison guards could understand them.150

Like Christians, Jews were sometimes able to smuggle secret written mes-
sages (German/Rotwelsch kassiber, derived from the Hebrew katav) in and 
out of prison.151 In 1430, for example, Fivis from Aschaffenburg, accused of 
sexual contact with a prostitute in Frankfurt, managed to write seven notes 
from his prison to (presumably) his wife and two other Jews, wishing to know 
the state of the negotiations for his release, asking to inform his father-in-law, 
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and disclosing that he had been tortured and had not seen anybody in sixteen 
days.152 Wanting to know about the ongoings outside one’s prison cell, par-
ticularly a desire to inquire after what had been set in motion on one’s behalf, 
was of course essential to any prisoner, and might have been the background 
of the small note of encouragement sent to the Jewish woman Pelein, wife of 
Rabbi Jacob of Donauwörth.

In 1478, she had been incarcerated in Regensburg due to accusations of 
host desecration against the Jews of Passau, in which she was said to have 
been involved. Pelein received a kassiber from an unnamed writer, who 
promised to talk to a city official or citizen on her behalf and asked their 
“liebe vrundin, du kron; דו קרון ,  to (beloved friend, you crown) ”ליבי ורודין
write back since she “kasven vil; כתבן ויל” (wrote [her] so much) but “du 
entven mir nichtzit; דו ענטון מיר ניכציט” ([she] does not answer [her] any-
thing). Labeled as “hat man in der Jacob Judin vancknüs gefunden” (found 
in the prison cell of the Jewish woman Jacobin [her husband’s name]) on its 
envelope, the small note was attached to the court file the city council kept, 
and thus survived.153 The note is not nearly as extensive as the (in)famous 
kassiber of the late sixteenth to early seventeenth centuries witch trials, such 
as the heart-wrenching letters to and from Rebecca Lempin from Nördlingen 
(1590), and the long rendition of torture and farewell to his daughter of the 
former mayor of Bamberg, Johannes Junius (1628),154 yet still speaks of the 
hardship and challenges prisoners had, and sought, to overcome. It is unclear 
whether the actions of her unnamed ally had any influence on the outcome of 
Pelein’s trial. Unlike Lempin and Junius, and many of Pelein’s coreligionists 
in Passau, she managed to regain her freedom. Her release happened mainly 
due to the intervention of Emperor Frederick III, as it is recorded in her 
Hafturfehde from 1487 (see earlier), and thus might have been a result of her 
ally’s actions. However, it is unclear whether she had been imprisoned for 
these entire nine years, or if she had actually been accused, and imprisoned, 
again.155

One question remains: Where were the Jews imprisoned? Medieval pris-
ons took many shapes, such as the prison towers depicted in illuminated 
medieval manuscripts (both Jewish and Christian, see figure 15.4) and in 
realiter, from cells in fortresses, in fortification towers and in the city walls, 
to improvised detention rooms in cellars and the municipal prisons, which 
came into being as a result of the emerging city judicature in the fourteenth 
century.156 The sources, however, do not always allow for conclusions 
regarding the location of (Jewish) imprisonment—the standard phrases 
“in vanchnuss genommen” (taken into custody/arrest) or “in ir vanchnuss 
gewesen” (having been in their detention) refer more to the state of being in 
someone’s captivity than being a descriptor of a specific location. For both 
Jews and Christians, the location of their imprisonment depended on the 
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imprisoning authority as well as their social position and, so it seems, their 
ability to bribe. Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, as a prisoner of King Rudolph 
I, was incarcerated first in Wasserburg and then in the castle at Ensisheim 
(Alsace), which Rudolph, still as Count of Habsburg, had had erected as the 
seat of (his) local power.157 The Jews of Trent were incarcerated in the torre 
Vanga (see figure 15.5), a fortified tower of the city wall and in possession 
of the Bishop of Trent. They were tortured alternately there or in the epis-
copal fortress.158 Likewise, as a ducal prisoner, David Steuss, the wealthiest 
Jewish businessman of the Austrian Duchy in the fourteenth century, was 
detained in the fortress Mödling where Duke Albrecht III held him at ran-
som for basically all of David’s monetary value in 1383.159 In Nuremberg in 
1385, during the infamous debt cancellations (Judenschuldentilgungen160), 
the Jews were imprisoned by the city according to their economic standing: 
the wealthy Jewish inhabitants were detained in the (imperial) fortress,161 the 
poorer ones were put into a cellar at the city hall, which, as the city noted 
meticulously, accumulated to costs of 782 pounds Haller.162 Also during the 
debt cancellations of 1390, certain Jews in Regensburg were imprisoned and 
released only in the summer of 1391, tellingly from the “stat vankchnüss” 
(city’s prison).163 Although the captivity of the Regensburg Jews in 1476 was 
a concerted action of bishop, duke, and the city, the latter took the initiative 
and imprisoned the Jews—not all of them, though: Only those who had been 
named as coconspirators by the Jews of Trent or by other Regensburg Jews 
were thrown into prison, the remainder of the community was put under 
house arrest, with guards watching over the Jewish quarter.164 House arrest 
was usually employed if a larger crowd had to be detained out of which only 
a part (mostly the men) would, or could, be imprisoned (often also due to 
spatial constraints); in addition to watching the Jewish houses, the guards 
at the city gates would be fortified to prevent its Jewish inhabitants from 
fleeing.165

THE RITUAL OF RELEASE FROM PRISON

The core formulae of Hafturfehden describe complex rituals that ensured 
a legal tool for the imprisoning addressee—that is, the municipality or 
a local lord. Issuers of such records often euphemistically stressed that 
they did so willingly.166 Therefore, Bonifant, a Jewish citizen in Alzey, 
declared in his Hafturfehde for the Count Palatine Ruprecht the Younger 
II, that he did so “willeclich und unbetwuͦngen” (willingly and uncon-
strained). Similarly, Rabbi Meir Halevi’s charter in Frankfurt from 1392 
mentions that he did so “mit guden, frihen, unbetwuͦngen willen; [in the 
Hebrew letters:] מיט גוטם, וריין, אונבטוונגן ווילן” (in good, free, and unforced 
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will).167 Additionally, Jews often mentioned the fact that their release was 
initiated through the plea of a third party like the city’s mayor, the Jewish 
community, or even a high nobleman.168 But release could also be argued 
upon the integration of a Jewish family into the community and as mem-
bers of the city. In 1384, members of an important Jewish family from 
Regensburg declared the pardon was given because “si haben angesehen, 
das wir von ir stat geborn sein vnd von alter mit in her komen vnd gewont 
haben” (they [i.e., the city council] have realized, that we [i.e., the Jews] 
are born in their city and have lived here with them for ages).169 Possible 
reasons for pardon, however, are not always apparent, even when they 
were given in cases grave enough to require the death sentence.

Hafturfehden protected municipalities or local lords against the revenge of 
released prisoners, among them Jews. In 1498, several Jews of the city Stein 
on Rhein (Switzerland) declared with their release from imprisonment that 
they rejected

aller der gnaden frighaiten schirms und aller gericht und recht, so wir von 
bäpsten, römischen kaisern odr künigen, fürsten, heren und stetten haben, furso 
uberkämen odr gewinnen möchten, verzihen und begeben auch kainerlay vor-
drung noch ansprach zu gemainer statt Stain noch den iren zu haben.

[all general and specific privileges of protection and all kinds of laws and rights 
that (they) receive from popes, Roman emperors or kings, lords, and cities. 
(They) shall neither stake any claim nor make demands to the urban commune 
of Stein or to their inhabitants in any way].170

This formula illustrates how lords and municipal officials tried to make sure 
no one, not even higher authorities, would have the right to take steps against 
the imprisonment the Jews had endured. No legal outlet for revenge remained 
after such declarations and consents. Here, the municipal council of Stein 
used the Hafturfehde as a powerful tool to ensure their Jews would finally 
accept their imprisonment, leaving them no other choice if they wanted to 
be released.

Such a procedure of release required oath-taking along with the written 
record of a Hafturfehde. In most cases, the oath is mentioned explicitly 
in Hafturfehden, and even if not, there is little doubt that it had still taken 
place.171 It is therefore the ritual of both the oral oath and the issuance (and 
corroboration) of the written document, performed under the watchful eyes of 
Christian officials and judges in public places (see figure 15.2) that allowed 
the person to go free from prison.

In the case of Jews, this oath, the so-called Judeneid or Jewry-oath, bridged 
the gap between Jewish law and customs and the local Christian common 
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law by implementing customs and rituals of both, Christians and Jews. The 
texts of such Judeneide, therefore, call up biblical themes such as Datan and 
Abiram, who got punished for breaking their oath. These motifs aimed at 
binding both Jews and Christian to a formula they could agree upon. Taking 
into consideration that this form of oath continued being used from the 
Middle Ages far into the nineteenth century,172 it seems to have been trusted 
enough to work for the Jewish oath-takers as well as the Christian addressees 
of the oath.

Such oaths, however, were used in quotidian interactions between Jews 
and Christians, in business dealings, court cases, and taxation, to name a 
few.173 Whenever Jews had to take an official oath before Christians, such a 

Figure 15.2 Jewry-oath, with the Byline “Feifelein der Juden chunch” (Feifelein the 
Jews’ King) and Several Anti-Jewish Gibes in the Accompanying Text. Source: Amtsbuch, 
14th century, Landshut/Germany (Landshut, Stadtarchiv, Bd. 11, fol. 57r).
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Judeneid was used. Therefore, in Frankfurt, Rabbi Meir Halevi declared in 
his Hafturfehde in 1392:

han ich Meiher vorgenant mit guden, frihen und unbetwuͦngen willin globet und 
myn hant ingelacht in hern Moises buch uff die zehin gebode und als hohe, al 
sein jude geswern mag, gesworn nij dem eide, da myde her Moyses beswur die 
judischeid Israhel, und bij dem bann, den Joseus det der judischeid, die selbin 
vurgeschriben stuckem puncte und artickele semptlich und besundern stede, 
feste und unverbrochlich zü halden.

[I, the aforementioned Meir, have vowed in good and free will the aforemen-
tioned points and articles altogether and every single one in particular. And (I 
have) put my hand onto Master Moses’ book upon the Ten Commandments 
and [sworn] as serious as a Jew may swear the oath, with which Master Moses 
confirmed “the Jewishness of Israel,” and with the ban, which Hosea imposed 
on the Jews, to hold true, observe, and keep these points and articles altogether 
as well as in particular].174

In Braunschweig, fifteen Jews emphasized in 1510 that they “to Gode ges-
woren hebben alse Joden von rechteswegen vorplichtet syn to donde” (have 
sworn to God as Jews are prescribed according to the law );175 the Jew Michel 
Behem from Zwickau took the oath in 1532 “bey dem waren Got Adonay und 
den gepot des gesetzes” (by the true God Adonay [Hebrew for “my Lord”] 
and on the “commandments of the law”).176 These examples show slight 
variation in the common formulae of Jewish oath-taking from the late Middle 
Ages into the early modern period.

What about the possible consequences of Jewish oath-breaking? When a 
certain Jew Bonifant issued a release record in 1384, he even mentioned—
alongside the oath—the Jewish ban (Hebrew herem) as a consequence of 
perjury:

Und ich, Bonifant obegenant, han alle und yglich obegenante stuͦcke gelobt 
und off her Moises buͦche gesworne als ho, als ein iude billich sweren sal, und 
beherim und bisfuͦhe, daz ist of mynen iudischen bann und eyd, ewiglich feste 
und stete zu halden in aller masze, als vorgeschrieben stet.

[And I, the aforementioned Bonifant, have vowed all and every single one of 
the aforementioned sections (of the Hafturfehde) and I have sworn on Moses’s 
book as serious as a Jew may swear rightfully. And (this is) upon the herem 
and upon the shvua, which is (translated into German) “upon my Jewish ban 
and oath,” to keep it steady and everlasting in all the ways as mentioned 
earlier].177
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In a Hafturfehde issued by the whole Jewish community of Regensburg from 
1374, Jews even bound themselves to the repercussions of breaking their 
oaths by saying:

Es sůllen zů aller pen di vorgeschriben stet ůber uns gen alle di flůche, di 
got geret hat und di geschriben stent im půche der straffe und sol auch dann 
unser dheiner nymer ein jud sein noch heizzen, wir noch alle unser erben noch 
geslächtt, und was wir dann fleyschs ymmer verziren, wir unsere chint und 
nachkomen, daz daz sweynein fleichs sey, und allen den wein, den wir trinchen, 
di weil wir leben unserew chind und nachkomen, daz daz sey christen wein, 
gezogen auz einem zapfen uns und christen menschen, und wo wir hin chomen 
oder sein, so sol und mag man uns vor allen ebrayschen maystern auf heben für 
panprüchig laůt di jar und tage den pan übervaren haben.

[To all the sanctions which are aforementioned, to all the curses God spoke 
and which are written in the book of curses (that is, Lev 26:14–38 and Deut 
28:15–68) that may come upon us. Moreover, not a single one of us shall neither 
be a Jew anymore nor be called a Jew, nor shall any of our heirs and descendants 
be called Jews. And when it comes to what kind of meat we, our children and 
offspring will eat, then it shall only be pig meat. And all the wine we will drink 
while we, our children and offspring live shall be Christian wine, sprung from 
one tap for us and the Christian people. And wherever we go or wind up in the 
eyes of the Jewish masters (that is, the rabbis) one will call us oath-breakers as 
long as we are breaking the oath].178

This is evidence for Christian knowledge of Jewish identity and ritual prac-
tice. It is also remarkable that such grave consequences on Jewish identity 
would be dictated by Christian authorities.

Similar consequences of oath-breaking could also apply to individuals 
who would subsequently lose their entire “Jewish existence.” A Jewish 
Hafturfehde issued in the year 1448 sanctions the oath-breaker by being

ein vervrtailter, verpannter jude hayssen und sein und es sol auch dann kein jud 
mit mir nit essen noch trincken noch noch [sic!] in die ver ell zu mir nicht geen 
und ich wil auch dann gantz abgeschaiden sein von allen judischen gemain-
scheften, gewonheiten und rechten. Und wil aůch dann zu anndern juden nicht 
begraben werden sůnnder so sol sich auch dann kein jud noch judin zu mir noch 
zů meinen kinden nicht heireten sůnnder zů mir, so das zu schůlden kumpte on 
alle gnade gericht werden also zu einem trewlosen maynayden ůerpanten juden.

[named a condemned, exiled Jew. And no Jew shall eat nor drink with me nor get 
any closer to me than four cubits (a term that appears in rabbinic sources since 
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antiquity). And I shall be isolated from all Jewish communities, customs, and laws. 
And I also shall not be buried with other Jews and no other Jews nor Jewish women 
shall marry me nor shall my children marry. And if I break the oath, I shall be an 
unfaithful, oath-breaking, and exiled Jew without any further trial].179

Again, the local authorities dictated these consequences.
While Hafturfehden for Christian oath-takers voice a similar threat of 

being outlawed (in Christian laws referred to as vogelfrei from the fifteenth 
century onward), they did not mention any religious consequences for oath-
breaking. Let us contrast Jewish Hafturfehden with that of the Christian 
physician Hans Wagenschuh in Regensburg from 1448, who, in the case of 
oath-breaking, was simply deemed as

ain ůbersagter veher mann haissen und sein und sy. Und dye iren mügen dann 
nach mir greiffen und hintz meiner leib und leben on gnade richten dar innen ich 
kains frids noch gelaits noch kainer herren noch frawen bett noch kaines annders 
urtails in dem nicht genyessen wil in kainer weise.

[a lawless, trapped man. And they may take me and my body and life without 
mercy and judge me that, in these (points), I will not gain peace or safe conduct 
anymore, neither by lords nor by noble women’s pleas nor shall I enjoy any 
other’s judgment in any way].180

The consequences for perjury for a Christian do not significantly differ from 
the examples seen in Jewish Hafturfehden: in both cases, the perpetrator 
would be excluded from their former life. The procedures of release, oath-
taking, and the records that were drawn up, therefore, seem not to have dis-
criminated Jews in any way.

The oath-taking was accompanied by a complex combination of gestures 
in detailed choreography. In Wrocław in 1435, for example, the Jew Kussiel 
made his statement “upon my Jewish law and oath with (my) fingers raised 
toward to the sun”181—a practice commonly mentioned in Hafturfehden of 
Christians (see figure 15.3).182

Jews from Regensburg repeatedly declared in their Hafturfehden from the 
fifteenth century that they have taken

einen gelerten judischen aide in disen briefe und in hern Moyses puche 
geschworen und dartzu auch deszhalben nach der judischen gewonhait an den 
mantel gerurt.”

[an oath upon the (Hafturfehde) record and upon Moses’ books. And while 
doing so, (they) also touched the coat (with which the Torah scroll is covered) 
according to the Jewish custom].183
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Traditionally, Jews do not touch the Torah scroll (written on parchment) with 
their bare fingers, and therefore, the oath-takers had to touch the cover the 
Torah scroll was wrapped into instead.

The given examples contain references to central elements of Jewish 
life, rituals, and customs. How did this detailed knowledge of Jewish life, 
customs (minhagim), and religious law (halakhah) enter the formulae of 
Hafturfehden? Jews were not strangers in the cities. Christian authorities, 
who often were in close contact with Jews, seem to have known a great deal 
of such details since the Jews communicated their needs, customs, and laws 
to them. However, many of these sanctions would not have been possible 
without the self-enforcement of the local Jewish community as well as its 
authorities. In several Hafturfehden, we see proof that either the rabbis or 
the Jewish court (beit din) were involved in the oath-taking process. In these 
cases, the rabbis witnessed the oath, read the oath, and made the oath-taker 

Figure 15.3 A Christian Takes an Oath with Upright Fingers (second panel from the 
top). Source: Sachsenspiegel (Custumal), Early 14th Century, Germany (Heidelberg, 
University Library, Cod. Pal. germ. 164, fol. 8v).
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confirm it, for example, by saying “amen.” A case from Regensburg (see 
figure 15.1) dated to 1452 contains—as in some other cases—the following 
Hebrew confirmation:

 השבעתי מ׳ שרה בת ר׳ מאיר הנזכרת לעיל בכתב גלחות דלעיל והניחה ידה בתורת משה ונשבעה ברצון
 נפשה ובבטול כל מודעות בשבועת התורה לקיים כל הכתוב בכתב גלחות זה לעיל וזה נעשה במעמד ר׳
 מאיר ב׳׳ר משה הלוי ז׳׳ל ור׳ יודה ב׳׳ר ישר׳ ז׳׳ל שנתיחדו לכך להיות עדים בדבר ואחר שנשבעה בכל

<חומר שאיפשר לישבע לקיים כל הכתוב לעיל חתמתי שמי פה לעדות ולראיה.>ה

[The oath-taker Miss Sarah, daughter of Rav Meir who is mentioned in the 
non-Jewish record above, put her hand on the books of Moses and took the oath 
willingly on the Torah barring all objections, to keep all that is written in the 
non-Jewish record. And this happened in the presence of Rav Meir, son of Rav 

Figure 15.4 Depiction of a Prison Tower, Murphy Haggadah, Joel ben Simeon, ca. 
1455, Italy. Source: Jerusalem, National Library of Israel, Ms. Heb. 4°6130, fol. 31v.
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Moses ha-Levi, of blessed memory, and Rav Judah, son of Rav Israel, of blessed 
memory, who gathered for this reason to testify. And after she earnestly took an 
oath that she will keep all that is written above, I have signed with my name as 
witness and proof].184

This is followed by the rabbi’s Hebrew signature, who acted in communal 
matters. According to the German record, Sarah stated that she had “den aide 
mit gutem willen und mit eingelegter der rechten hant bis an den risten in die 
fünf bucher Moises gesworen” (taken the oath in good faith and placed [her] 
hand up to the wrist upon the five books of Moses).185 This example attesting 
to oath-taking by Jewish women is by no means a single case. Jewish women 
are documented taking oaths and issuing Hafturfehden quite frequently—and 
so did Christian women at times.

Figure 15.5 Torre Vanga, the Location of the Imprisonment of the Jews during the 
Trent Blood Libel Trial in 1475. Source: Fortification tower, 13th century, Trent/Italy © 
Matteo Ianeselli / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-4.0 & GFDL.
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The choreography Sarah followed, however, was fixed through a law of 
the city council in Regensburg from the second half of the fifteenth century. 
There we find the following formulation:

So ain jud ain brief über sich gibt, darein er swert das geschicht also: Das ich 
die wort halten well die in dem brieff verschriben sind von anfang piß an das 
end des pitt ich mir gott zehelffen und pe der ee und pe den potten die Gott her-
ren Moyses gab auff dem perg Synay also helff mir Gott—und der jud legt die 
ganczen hand in den brieff.

[When a Jew issues a (Hafturfehde) record, he shall swear upon it in the follow-
ing manner: “That I will keep the words written in the record from the beginning 
until the end. This I ask God to help me with the law and with the command-
ments God gave Moses on Mount Sinai. So help me God.”—And the Jew places 
his whole hand over the document.]186

These records illustrate that oath-taking was a performative act, and the formula 
was kept short and simple to ensure the ritualistic procedure everyone involved—
oath-taker, judge, addressee, and so on—had to adhere to. The choreography of 
oath-taking required ritual objects like a Torah scroll or a Pentateuch, it included 
special gestures and speech acts. The Hafturfehden usually mentioned these ritu-
als rather offhandedly (or not at all): it was considered relevant to emphasize that 
oath-taking had taken place but only of secondary importance to describe the 
detailed choreography in the written word.

The diplomatic formula of the Hafturfehden, however, also required 
authentication through seals or signatures as well as a date. The Hebrew con-
firmation and signature of the Regensburg rabbi for Sarah and her record was 
one way to gain authentication from the Jewish issuer. Other ways were the 
Hebrew signatures of the imprisoned Jews, which could also be in Yiddish/
German with Hebrew letters, and Jewish seals,187 which we find sometimes, 
especially in the Regensburg Hafturfehden. Additionally, the Jewish issuers 
of Hafturfehde charters asked a third party to seal their records as well, and 
these usually were Christian judges, mayors, or other high-ranking commu-
nal members of the cities, which sometimes were those who pleaded for the 
imprisoned Jews to have them released from jail.

CONCLUSION

Hafturfehden, as presented here, are to the best of our knowledge a phe-
nomenon of the German-speaking area where, by the early modern era, 
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they had been transformed by the various authorities from a mutual oath 
of settlement to a hierarchical one of submission. As a judicial instrument 
of the sovereign disciplinary state, they were in use in almost any context 
with prison release in the German-speaking area up until the eighteenth 
century. In addition to sanctioning the imprisoning authorities’ past 
actions and thus strengthening their position of power, the Hafturfehde 
with its included threat of perjury and the subsequent punishments of 
oath-breaking served as a means of control of the prisoner’s future behav-
ior to which the imprisoning authority attached a much greater relevance 
than the past reasons for imprisonment and the process of release itself. In 
this form, the Hafturfehde enabled municipal councils and territorial lords 
to use it against any of their subjects they wished to subdue, including the 
Jewish inhabitants, which subsequently led to its implementation in blood 
libel and host desecration affairs as well as expulsions.

However, despite its use as a tool for authoritative control and subjec-
tion of Jews under Christian authority, the Hafturfehden and its accom-
panying oaths show shared rituals, since its issuance was mandatory for 
both Christians and Jews. Even more so, Hafturfehden and oaths can 
serve as examples of cultural transfer between Christians and Jews. They 
show Christians in acceptance of Jewish religious elements such as in 
the aforementioned oaths, which were considered valid by Christians 
because of their validity in Jewish law, and thus point to an at least partial 
understanding of Jewish legal customs by Christians, achieved by com-
munication. Furthermore, as the quote from Moses Minz we cited at the 
beginning shows, Hafturfehden are also a testimony to the understanding 
the Jewish inhabitants of a territory had for the legal customs of their 
Christian authorities.

Like Christians, they would make use of their political and social con-
nections by having figures of authority intervene on their behalf, and 
would try to utilize Hafturfehden as a means of negotiation. With the 
weakening of the legal and economic position of many Jewish communi-
ties in the Holy Roman Empire at the end of the Middle Ages, their scope 
of action became more and more restricted. As long as no other party such 
as rival lords, bishops, or the emperor would intercede, Jews had increas-
ingly less agency in the process of imprisonment and the release from it. 
In the context of the expulsions of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries, the Hafturfehden issued by the (former) Jewish inhabitants had 
become a mere token of acceptance of the ruler’s or city’s power, their 
main function being to serve as the ruler’s insurance toward the new lord 
of the expulsed Jews.
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